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Introduction
In the H—mode, very steep gradients of temperature and density, and therefore pressure,

occur just inside the separatrix. The pressure gradient can however be limited by the onset of
ballooning modes. It is therefore necessary to examine how the stability of such modes is
affected by the presence of the separatrix, the x—point and the finite edge current density of
reactor-relevant current and pressure profiles. This issue is also related to the achievable density
limit. Analytic stability considerations have so far been applied to circular (or slightly elongated) '
flu'x surfaces with constant poloidal field. Several analytical studies[ 1, 2] have shovVn that the

features of the ideal ballooning mode are significantly modified by the presence of the x—point.
In this paper, a numerical model which takes into account the actual field geometry is

developed for calculation of the marginal stability. The following Scheme is implemented. The
DIVA code [3] is used to calculate an I'I‘ER equilibrium for a given pressure profile. The
equilibrium values of the poloidal magnetic flux ‘i’(R, z) are then used as an input to the
CARRE grid generator [4], which creates an orthogonal grid. The latter is used to determine the
values of the metric coefficients gmrequired in the stability equation. The ballooning equation is
solved numerically along several flux surfaces near the separatrix, providing the pressure

gradients corresponding to marginal stability for this equilibrium. This marginal pressure
gradient is then used to calculate the next equilibrium, and so on, until the marginal pressure
gradients are equal those used for the equilibrium calculation. Such a procedure, if successful,
would provide the pressure profile at the plasma edge which is marginally stable against
ballooning modes.

Theory Background
The theory of ballooning modes [5] allows one to calculate the stability of the plasma at

a given flux surface in terms of the equilibrium quantities on this flux surface. Bishop [6,2] has
used the expansion of the equilibrium quantities in powers of the distance from the separatrix,
with prescribed poloidal magnetic field at the separatrix. In that case, however, the existence of
global equilibrium is not guaranteed, since a continuation of the solution towards the magnetic
axis could yield a singularity. Such an approach reminds one of the solution for a circular
magnetic surfaces, when the shift and its derivatives are prescribed on the boundary. In reality
the derivative depends on the pressure profile ower the whole plasma column and has to be
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defined from the condition that the solution is finite at the magnetic axis. It has been found that
there is no significant stabilising effect from the strong global shear near the separatrix. but
rather that marginal stability is controlled mainly by the finite toroidal current near the
separatrix. Since the net toroidal current does not enter in a straightorward way in the
ballooning equation, it can affect the stability mainly through the variation of the equilibrium
parameters. In order to find whether the ballooning modes limit the pressure profile we
consider below the real ITER magnetic configuration instead of a simplified model.

The ballooning mode equation for marginal stability is solved in the flux co-ordinate
system p, 9, (p, where p E wmm = (w — wa)/(yib _ w“). (111., is aflux value at the axis,

III" at the separanix) labels the magnetic surfaces, 9 is the magnetic poloidal angle and (p is the

geometric toroidal angle. In such a co—ordinate system, the ballooning equation has the form:

6eel/“6 Omit/.91)45-3}+B(9,90.w,[%].q)(l—r)=0 (1)
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Here i is the perturbation in ballooning space, 7 is the eigenvalue (positive if unstable), p is
the equilibrium pressure. gW = l?2 , R is the major radius, (...)9 indicates the averaging
over 0,

- _ 1EQEq(w[}«/§],<2I/T§> and t>- mo< R2) (5)
9 a.

J( 1;!) is the poloidal current. Equation (1) together with boundary conditions

§(9m)=§(6m)=0, ié—;69—"“'"l=e and 9%:4, £<<I,fomisaneigenvalue

problem which is solved numerically.
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A domain of integration of 501: in poloidal angle was found to be adequate. The most

unfavourable position along the poloidal direction 0:80 in the outmost boundary has been

found for each magnetic surface. The growth rate has been calculated in a poloidal range

{Es 95 7: for 50 points

Numerical results .
Preliminary results are shown below. Several ITER equilibria with different pressure

profiles were calculated using the free-boundary equilibrium code Diva [3]. On the basis of the
external conductor system of I’I‘ER, the plasma current (IF = 20 MA) , a value for the global

beta—poloidal Bp, two profile-shape functions (one ac I'm!) the other ac p'(l|I) ) and a prescribed

position of the magnetic axis, an equilibrium is determined and its stability—relevant information
put into a data interface accessible to our calculations.

The maximum eigenvalues 'y are plotted versus Ilium, in Fig.1 and 2 for two ITER

equilibria corresponding to different profiles of the plasma pressure. him" varies from zero at

the centre to l at the separatrix. Both equilibria have a finite pressure gradient at the separatrix.

These equilibria prove to be stable against ballooning modes at the edge. The corresponding

marginal pressure gradients are shown in Fig.3 and 4, and they are about of 50-30 times higher

than the gradients used in the equilibrium calculations. Whereas the values apparently shift

towards zero with an increase of pressure gradient, the marginal pressure profiles reveal no

strong dependence on the pressure gradients, used in the equilibrium calculations. The Mercier

criterion also indicates stability of these equilibria.
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium pressure gradient and Fig. 2. The same as in Fig.1 for the second

the value of 7 (dashed line) for the first case. case Of higher equilibrium pressure gradient
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Fig. 3. Marginal pressure gradient at the edge Fig. 4. The same as in Fig. 3 for the second
for the first case case of higher equilibrium pressure gradient

Con clusions
The preliminary calculations show that the pressure gradient at the edge in ITER configuration
is stable against the ideal high—n ballooning and Mercier type perturbation ( [3p < 2.7 %),

and the marginal pressure gradient at the edge is insensitive to the pressure gradient used in the
calculation of the equilibrium.
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